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Abstract We report on the fabrication of miniaturized

NIR spectrometers based on arrays of multiple Fabry-Pérot

(FP) filters. The various cavities of different height are

fabricated via a single patterning step using high resolution

3D nanoimprint technology. Today, low-cost patterning of

extended cavity heights for NIR filters using the conven-

tional spin-coated nanoimprint methodology is not avail-

able because of insufficient coating layers and low mobility

of the resist materials to fill extended cavity structures. Our

investigation focuses on reducing the technological effort

for fabrication of homogeneous extended cavities. We

study alternative cavity designs, including a new resist and

apply large-area 3D nanoimprint based on hybrid mold and

UV Substrate Conformal Imprint Lithography (UV-SCIL)

to overcome these limitations. We compare three different

solutions, i.e. (1) applying multiple spin coating of the

resist to obtain thicker initial resist layers, (2) introducing a

hybrid cavity (combination of a thin oxide layer and the

organic cavity) to compensate the height differences, and

(3) optimizing the imprint process with a novel resist

material. The imprint results based on these methods

demonstrate the implementation of NIR FP filters with high

transmission intensity (best single filter transmission

[90 %) and small line widths (\5 nm in full width at half

maximum).

Keywords Near-infrared � Spectrometer � 3D

nanoimprint � Nanospectrometer � Fabry-Pérot filter �
Miniaturization

Introduction

Optical spectroscopy referring to the study of absorption

and emission spectra of matter in the visible, near infrared

(NIR) and ultraviolet (UV) spectral range, is a valuable

measurement method. It has been extensively studied and

widely applied in many fields such as in medicine or in

agriculture (Berger et al. 1997; Schrader et al. 1999; Cle-

vers 1999). For many applications, low fabrication cost,

high resolution and capability for strong miniaturization of

the optical spectrometer, are crucial demands, especially

for networked sensing systems. A strongly miniaturized

spectrometer based on FP filter arrays and sophisticated

deposition processes has been presented (Correia et al.

2000; Wolffenbuttel 2005). We use a similar concept, but

replace the multiple deposition steps to generate various FP

cavity heights by a single step: 3D nanoimprint. This

enables the various cavity heights to differ from each other

in the nm region. Since 3D nanoimprint is applied we call

the device optical nanospectrometer (Wang et al. 2013;

Albrecht et al. 2012). It consists of a static FP filter array
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and a corresponding detector array. All FP filters are using

two identical dielectric Distributed Bragg Reflectors

(DBRs) designed for a specific wavelength range. How-

ever, each filter reveals a different resonance cavity height

(defined by the nanoimprinted resist) in between the DBRs

and defines a different small spectral transmission band

(called filter transmission line below). Up to now, our

research was focused on the visible spectral range between

460 and 700 nm involving corresponding cavity heights

between 150 and 270 nm (Albrecht et al. 2012).

Each DBR consists of a periodic sequence of thin

dielectric films with alternating high and low refractive

indices. The optical thickness of each thin film in the DBR

is a quarter of the design wavelength in the respective

material. The DBR reveals a spectral range of high

reflectivity (the so-called stopband) and these two DBRs

form a resonator and the space in between is called FP

cavity. The thickness of each cavity is directly proportional

to the corresponding spectral filter line for a considered

cavity material for each individual filter. The UV Substrate

Conformal Imprint Lithography (UV-SCIL) methodology

uses hybrid molds, enables to generate 2D structures and

was developed by Philips Research and Süss MicroTec AG

(Ji et al. 2010). We were enlarging the SCIL methodology

to 3D and very high resolution in the vertical direction.

Thus, we are now able to apply 3D SCIL to fabricate dif-

ferent cavity heights in a single step with high vertical

resolution (Albrecht et al. 2012).

To address the NIR spectral range with our nanospec-

trometer, it is required to generate cavity heights up to

1 lm thickness. One of the main challenges is to produce

the homogeneous extended cavities using 3D nanoimprint

with high precise vertical resolution. The height resolution

of the cavity structures depends sensitively on the quality

of the initially spin-coated UV-curable resist layers and the

available viscosity of the UV-curable resist (Vogler et al.

2007; Atobe et al. 2010). Considering a distinct viscosity

the applied spinning frequency is limiting the resist layer

thickness. High thicknesses require low spin frequencies;

however, low frequencies will strongly degrade the

homogeneity of the resist layer and the quality of the

imprinted structures.

In this paper, we compare three methods for structuring

the extended cavities to overcome the challenges men-

tioned above: (1) using multiple spin coating of the resist to

obtain a thicker initial resist layer, (2) using a ‘‘hybrid’’

cavity combining oxide layers and the UV-curable resist to

accumulate the required cavity heights and (3) optimizing

the nanoimprint process with a novel resist material.

The three methods are applied to fabricate FP filter

arrays for the above mentioned spectral range between 1.4

and 1.5 lm and the experimental results are finally com-

pared in detail, respectively.

Experimental work

For the feasibility of our nanospectrometer, a high trans-

mission intensity and a small line width (FWHM) of the

filter transmission line are required. These optical param-

eters strongly depend on the quality of the cavities, i.e. the

thickness and homogeneity of cavities. Therefore, the

cavity thicknesses and roughness are investigated to com-

pare the different structural designs. In this chapter, we

report our technological effort in structuring homogeneous

extended cavities and characterization process of FP filters

in NIR spectral range.

Structuring homogeneous extended cavities

To overcome a poor resist layer quality after applying the

spin coating process and to obtain homogeneous extended

cavities for fabrication of FP filter arrays in NIR spectral

range, our three different methods are displayed in Fig. 1.

1. Multi-spin coating method The multiple layer cavities

are structured using subsequently several spin coating

steps. The thickness of each resist layer in each

individual spin coating process is d1 (nm), d2

(nm),…dn (nm). Thus, the total cavity thickness is

described d = d1 ? d2 ? _ dn ideally. Each layer is

cured by UV light for a few minutes except the last

layer. The spin coating frequency depends on the

desired individual thickness. The last resist layer has to

meet the required thickness for the SCIL process to

receive the desired cavity structure.

2. Hybrid cavity method Thin oxide layers having a

similar refractive index as the UV-curable resist are

used to enlarge the total cavity height. Two thin oxide

layers are embedding the resist layer which is

imprinted. In this case, the three layers comprise the

cavity.

Fig. 1 Schematic of structuring FP filter cavities using three different

methods
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3. Novel resist material The imprint process is modified

and improved by applying a newly developed UV-NIL

resist for the use of PDMS based stamps with freely

adjustable film thickness (mr-NIL210), the full desired

thickness of the initial resist layer can be achieved in a

single spin coating step at high spin frequencies

guaranteeing a smooth and homogeneous surface

layer.

Fabrication and characterization process of FP filter

arrays

For the third method, the fabrication process of FP filter

arrays comprises the following steps: first, the bottom

DBR is deposited on a detector array or on a transparent

substrate which is combined with a detector array after-

wards. Next, the 3D nanoimprint process is performed

using a 3D nanoimprint template that contains negative

cavity structures. Finally, the top DBR is deposited on the

top of the nanoimprinted cavities. This process is applied

to fabricate FP filter arrays using the novel resist. In case

of using multiple spin coating or hybrid cavity method,

some additional steps have to be included to process the

extended cavity structures: Multi-spin coating steps to

define the multiple layer cavity structures as well as the

depositions of thin oxide layers, respectively. In this

paper, we used spin coating twice, thus, a double resist

layer was generated.

The FP filter arrays are designed for the 1.4–1.5 lm

spectral range applying the three different designs to obtain

extended cavities. 9.5 periods Si3N4/SiO2 is deposited by

Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD)

for the bottom and top DBR. These DBRs are deposited at

a temperature of 120 �C to avoid the effect of higher

temperature to the resist. Two different UV-curable resists

are used. The resist mr-UVCur06 is used for the hybrid

cavity method and for the method involving multiple spin

coatings. The novel resist mr-NIL210 is used for the single

spin coating process. Both products are commercially

available from micro resist technology GmbH, Germany.

The thin oxide layers used for the hybrid cavity consist of

SiO2 since it has a comparable refractive index to the

resists mr-UVCur06. Figure 2 depicts the spectral variation

of the refractive index for Si3N4, SiO2, mr-NIL210 and mr-

UVCur06. In the spectral range of interest, the difference in

refractive index between SiO2 and mr-UVCur06 is smaller

than 0.1.

The optical characterization of the FP filter arrays is

carried out with a free beam broad band confocal setup

which comprises an illumination system, a collimation and

magnification system, a sample stage and a data recording

and analysis system (Mai et al. 2012; Mai 2012).

For the thermal properties investigation, the shrinkage

of the imprinted structures is characterized by white-light

interferometry (WLI) Zygo NewView 5000 system from

Zygo Corporation (USA) with maximum vertical step

height of 100 lm and vertical resolution of 0.1 nm. A thin

layer of platinum is coated on the top of imprinted structure

to get high reflectivity under WLI.

The surface roughness of the resist layer is measured by

atomic force microscopy (AFM) Dualscope DS95 system

from DME Nanotechnologie GmbH, Germany using tap-

ping mode.

Topography measurement of nanoimprinted cavities

The nanoimprinted cavities are characterized by two dif-

ferent optical measuring instruments. The first one is a

commercial confocal microscope (NanoFocus lsurf

320 9 S) with a 509 magnification and a numerical

aperture of 0.95. Confocal microscopes utilize pinhole

apertures to achieve axial depth discrimination eliminating

of out-of-focus light. They can reach high axial resolution

up to the nanometer range. Our instrument provides a

height resolution of 2 nm and a field of view of

320 9 320 lm, which results in a lateral resolution of

0.33 lm at a pixel number of 984 9 984. The depth

response recorded by a CCD during a depth scan is ana-

lyzed to determine the topography data. Figure 3a, b shows

a measured three-dimensional topography of the nanoim-

printed cavities and one corresponding cross section. Due

to a limited measurement field, only a 6 9 6 filter array out

of a 8 9 8 filter array could be measured. Each filter has

lateral dimensions of 40 9 40 lm, the vertical dimension

of the imprinted structures vary in between 365 and

Fig. 2 Schematic of the refractive indices of SiO2, Si3N4, mr-

UVCur06 and mr-NIL210
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530 nm. In Fig. 3a different heights of cavities can be

recognized. The cross section represented in Fig. 3b allows

to determine the step heights.

Figure 4a, b displays results obtained with the second

measuring instrument: a self-designed and self-built Linnik

type white-light interferometer (Lehmann et al. 2014).

White-light interferometers use optical coherence phe-

nomena and interference to generate phase and amplitude

modulated signals from which the surface topography can

be obtained. The interference correlogram of each camera

pixel shows a height dependent axial shift according to the

corresponding location on the measurement object. The

signals can be evaluated by determination of the peak

position of the coherence envelope. Analyzing the phase

information enhances the axial resolution to the sub-

nanometer range. The white-light interferometer used has a

magnification of 1009, a numerical aperture of 0.9 and a

field of view of 70 9 52 lm. Due to the limited depth of

focus of the objective lenses of 1.5 lm color LEDs can be

used for illumination. For a blue LED illumination

implemented in our setup a lateral resolution of 0.31 lm

results. The measurement results, obtained from the same

cavity mesa (the third one in Fig. 3b) are represented in

Fig. 4b.

The measured step height in Fig. 4b agrees quite well

with the result of the confocal microscope except for a few

nanometers. For the top layer an rms roughness value of

0.57 nm is obtained from the interferometer result.

Results and discussion

Optical characterization of FP filter arrays

Figures 5, 6, 7 show optical transmission spectra of FP

filter arrays designed and fabricated by the three different

cavity structuring methods, respectively. In these figures,

we show a selection of some typical filter transmission

lines (representatives) out of 64 spectrally different lines to
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Fig. 3 a Measurement results of an array including a single mr-

NIL210 cavity layer obtained by a confocal microscope. b Height

profile of the cross section indicated in a
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Fig. 4 a Measurement results obtained by a Linnik type white-light

interferometer providing a high lateral resolution. b Height profile of

the cross section indicated in Fig. 4a

Fig. 5 Optical transmission spectra of FP filter arrays using spin

coating twice for the cavity layer
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avoid overloading. High maximum transmissions of all

filter transmission lines up to[90 % are observed and the

average transmission value is well above 70 %. The

FWHM of all filter transmission lines is between 4.7 and

8.2 nm and the smallest FWHM is achieved at 1450 nm

using the novel resist.

This provides a resolution, which is defined as the ratio

of the transmission wavelength and the FWHM, of[300.

Comparison of optical properties of three FP filter

fabrication methods

In the following we are comparing the three methods with

respect to optical properties. In Figs. 8, 9, 10 the results for

the FWHM obtained by theoretical model calculation and

experimental characterization for each method are sum-

marized and compared. For the simulation we used a tool

based on a Transfer Matrix Method and the material

parameters with the spectral variation of the refractive

index and extinction coefficient were obtained experi-

mentally by measuring the respective pure material sam-

ples on Si wafers by spectroscopic ellipsometry.

Figures 8, 9, 10 show the spectral variations of the

experimental and simulated FWHM. The observed

behavior in the absolute values is similar comparing the

three applied methodologies. For the simulation, the min-

imum FWHM is located in the center of the stopband,

Fig. 6 Optical transmission spectra of FP filter arrays including

hybrid cavities

Fig. 7 Optical transmission spectra of FP filter arrays using the resist

mr-NIL210 for the cavity layer

Fig. 8 Comparison of measured and simulated FWHM of FP filter

arrays using spin coating twice for the cavity layer

Fig. 9 Comparison of measured and simulated FWHM of FP filter

arrays including a hybrid cavity
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larger values are obtained for the filter transmission lines

located at the borders of the stopband. This variation we

can also observe in experimental results with a small

deviation. The reason for this FWHM variation is due to

the fact that the reflectivity of the DBR mirrors is largest in

the center of the stopband. The more the filter lines are

shifted towards the borders of the stopband, the lower the

reflectivity and, thus, the larger the FWHM of the lines.

Hence, the experimental and theoretical results are in

agreement with our studies on InP multiple air-gap FP

filters (Irmer et al. 2003; Römer 2005).

The Figs. 8, 9, 10 show that the experimental FWHM

data are generally larger than the simulated results. This

phenomenon is partly due to the fact that in simulation we

neglected (1) influence of non horizontal wave fronts in the

cavities during the measurements and (2) the interface

roughnesses which exist in the heterostructure and might

sum up with the number of cavity layers. In addition we

neglected (3) absorption of resist material and (4) Rayleigh

scattering.

The surface roughness of layered heterostructures is

investigated on the resist mr-UVCur06 using AFM. We

observed an rms of below 4 nm for a single layer and 8 nm

for a double layer. This would be in qualitative agreement

with our observations, since in layered heterostructures,

these measured surface roughnesses are incorporated and

slightly modified into interface roughnesses. Furthermore,

surface, respectively, interface roughness also exists for

SiO2 layers deposited by PECVD. Previously, we reported

on our measurements on SiO2 layers deposited by different

technological methods recorded by a profilometer and

AFM revealing an rms of below 3 nm (Amirzada et al.

2015). This result corresponds to our situation. Thus, the

larger the number of layers included in our cavity, the more

interfaces are existing and the higher the finally accumu-

lating interface roughness.

In addition to these roughnesses on a short length scale

(AFM) we observed height variations on a longer length

scale in the lateral directions using white-light interfer-

ometry, e.g. Figure 4 shows the height profile in lateral

resolution of a cavity surface using the resist mr-NIL210. A

variation of several nm is observed for this height profile.

Since we measured the transmission of the whole cavity

area in our optical characterization the variation is affect-

ing the optical properties of FP filters. Therefore, larger

FWHM and lower transmitted intensity of the experimental

results are obtained compared to the simulation as dis-

cussed above.

Table 1 reveals the average value of the simulated and

experimental FWHM of the filter transmission lines of each

method, respectively. These calculations are based on all

available data (64, for each method). The FWHM is largest

for the method using a hybrid cavity in both simulated and

experimental results. The reason behind this phenomenon

is that the small mismatch of refractive index of SiO2 and

mr-UVCur06 in the cavity structure affects the interference

inside the cavity, i.e. causing larger FWHM. In addition,

the number of interfaces in the cavity structure affects also

the FWHM as we see in the multiple spin coating method

which has the FWHM larger than the novel resist method

and smaller than the hybrid cavity method for experimental

as well as simulation results. The larger the number of

involved interfaces in the cavity, the larger the FWHM.

In Figs. 11, 12, 13, we compare the simulated and the

experimental transmittance at the maximum of the filter

transmission line for each method. The experimental

results are in most cases smaller than the simulated values.

This is due to the limitations in theoretical model as we

mentioned above. Furthermore, we measured zero for the
Fig. 10 Comparison of measured and simulated FWHM of FP filter

arrays using the resist mr-NIL210 for the cavity layer

Table 1 Average FWHM obtained for each FP filter array fabrication method

Specific characteristics of the

technological method used

Measured FWHM (nm) of the

filter transmission line

Simulated FWHM (nm) of the

filter transmission line

Number of interfaces

involved in the cavity

Hybrid cavity 6.6 ± 0.5 4.3 4

Multiple spin coating 5.6 ± 0.3 4.2 3

Novel resist 5.4 ± 0.4 4.1 2
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optical absorption in the considered spectral range for the

involved resist materials using spectroscopic ellipsometry.

Thus, our theoretical model calculations have been carried

out without absorption within the resist materials. How-

ever, absorption can never be completely zero in reality.

This is an additional reason for the difference in the

absolute values. Figures 11, 12, 13 reveal that the simu-

lated transmittance of three methods is between 79 and

91 %. The lowest transmitted intensity is obtained for the

hybrid cavity design since the presence of SiO2 in the

cavity layer affects the interference inside the cavity as

discussed above. This SiO2 layer also absorbs light and,

therefore, reduces the transmitted intensity of the filter

transmission lines. The experimental transmittance mea-

sured for samples fabricated by three methods ranges

between 55 and 93 %. Fluctuation in the experimental data

and mismatch of the shapes in simulated and experimental

transmittance profiles are mainly observed for the hybrid

cavity and for the cavity including the novel resist. This is

due to the reasons mentioned before. The cavity material

mr-NIL210 might have wavelength dependent absorption

which has been neglected in the simulation, this absorption

could lead to the undulation presented in the experimental

result in Fig. 13. In addition the surface roughness of the

cavities could lead to wavelength dependent scattering.

Moreover, the height variation of the imprinted cavities

measured on a larger length scale, as discussed at the

beginning of this paragraph, affects the transmitted inten-

sity of the filters.

For each of the three different cavity designs we fabri-

cated several filter arrays. For this publication we selected

representatives for each cavity design (Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

10, 11, 12, 13). The selected arrays include most details

and are representative for the other arrays for each cavity

design.

Comparison of the technological effort for the three

FP filter fabrication methods

By applying the multiple coating and the hybrid cavity

design, we could avoid operating the conventional mr-

UVCur06 resist at unfavorable spin frequencies. Therefore,

we could reduce the degradation in homogeneity of the

resist layer which enables a better 3D nanoimprint result

Fig. 11 Comparison of simulated and experimental transmittance of

the FP filter lines. The filters have been fabricated using multiple spin

coating for the cavity layer

Fig. 12 Comparison of simulated and experimental transmittance of

the FP filter lines. The filters have been fabricated using the hybrid

cavity method

Fig. 13 Comparison of simulated and experimental transmittance of

the FP filter lines. The filters have been fabricated using the resist mr-

NIL210
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(the option using single spin coating of conventional mr-

UVCur06 provided incompletely filled structures and is not

included in this paper). However, these two methods take

time and extra cost due to multiple coating steps of the

resist layer or multiple depositions of thin oxide layers.

Moreover, these two methods take more effort to control

the total cavity thickness since each individual layer gen-

erates an error which accumulate to an error of the total

cavity thickness and lead to a shift of the filter transmission

line at the end. The consequence is observed in the optical

transmittance property of FP filters including the hybrid

cavity shown in Fig. 9. The optical transmission spectra of

the filter arrays are shifted to smaller wavelength since the

total cavity thickness is lower than the designed thickness.

In contrast, the third method using the novel material mr-

NIL210 saves time and cost in fabrication of FP filter

arrays since it requires only a single spin coating step to

define the desired initial resist layer thickness and also

reduces the effort in controlling the cavity thicknesses. The

higher the number of potential error sources the higher the

required effort to control the thickness of the total cavities

in practice.

Discussion about thermal properties and mechanical

properties of different FP filter designs

The optical properties of FP filters are not only depending

on the interface roughness of the layers included in the

cavities, but they are also affected by the process condi-

tions during the top DBR fabrication. This process affects

the imprinted cavity by (1) temperature, (2) plasma and (3)

pressure conditions. All three parameters influence the

shrinkage of the resist layer and, therefore, might affect the

spectral position of the filter lines at the end. The imprinted

structures are measured before and after the top DBR

deposition. We observed a shrinkage of 13.7 % for struc-

tures defined by the double spin coating method using mr-

UVCur06, 7.9 % for applying the novel material mr-

NIL210 and 4.3 % for structures defined by the hybrid

cavity method combining mr-UVCur06 and SiO2. The

reasons behind the lower shrinkage applying the hybrid

cavity method are on one hand the partial shrinkage of the

imprinted structures already occurring during the deposi-

tion of the top SiO2 layer for the hybrid cavity and on the

other hand the smaller volume of resist existing in the

cavity structures. The latter is caused by the fact that the

SiO2 layer is counted to the cavity thickness, but only the

polymer is shrinking. To end up with the targeted cavity

heights, the shrinkages have to be considered during the

design process of the structures.

Next the sensitivity of the spectrometer including FP

filter arrays against temperature changes is considered.

Assuming similar thermal conductivities of the involved

material layers, the interfaces included in the heterostruc-

ture might reduce the overall thermal conductivity across

the interfaces considerably. The literature (Abramson and

Tien 2002) does not yet reveal a clear and distinct con-

clusion as well as a full understanding of the impact of

interfaces. However, most of the studies presented up to

now in the literature reveal a rule of thumb: the thermal

conductivity is decreasing with rising number of interfaces

(Abramson and Tien 2002) and the first interface most

probably is providing the largest heat resistance compared

to the last interface of multiple interfaces. Therefore,

having only few interfaces, the difference in thermal

resistivity between a single interface and three interfaces is

expected to be noticeable. Thus, with increasing number of

interfaces we might have a rising non-optimum heat

transfer to the heat sink. This again could give another

reason for a preference of the method using the novel resist

and less involved interfaces.

In addition, the multiple layer designs could give the

chance for a reduction of the overall temperature expansion

coefficient, in case materials of positive and negative

coefficients are used in combination. However, it is hard to

find materials of negative thermal expansion coefficients

like Yttrium oxide. Thus, the probability to benefit from

this advantage of multiple material cavity designs is

extremely low, which again supports the preference of the

method involving the novel resist.

The above mentioned statements also hold as a prelimi-

nary characterization for trends in mechanical stability. In

addition, the mechanical stability is expected to be strongly

influenced by the number of interfaces and material

Table 2 Brief compilation of the criteria in each cavity structuring method

Criteria Technological effort Properties

Method

Multiple

spin

coating

More difficult to control the total cavity thickness due to the

multiple spin coating steps; process more expensive

Better optical properties than hybrid cavity method and weaker

optical properties compared to novel resist method

Hybrid

cavity

More difficult to control the total cavity thickness due to multiple

depositions; process more expensive

Weakest optical properties compared to methods using

multiple spin coating and novel resist for the cavity

Novel resist Saves time during the process; easier to control the resist

thickness. Cheapest process of the three methods

Best optical properties of the three methods
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adhesion of two materials forming a heterointerface. If

heterostructures including soft and hard matter in combi-

nation like in all our structures we have a complex situation

regarding mechanical stability in the point of view of a

classical stress-rupture test. In a preliminary estimation there

is not yet a clear preference for one of our structure designs.

Summarizing the result and discussion up to this point,

the method involving the novel resist is superior to the

other two methods for nearly all aspects including optical

properties and thermal properties. The criteria of each

method are summarized in Table 2.

Conclusion

Different methods for structuring homogeneous extended

cavities have been implemented, namely the multiple spin

coating method, the hybrid cavity method and the novel

resist method. Those methods were applied to fabricate FP

filter arrays in the spectral range between 1.4 and 1.5 lm.

Surface topography and optical properties have been

measured. Finally, optical, thermal and mechanical

behavior was discussed and compared for each of the three

methods.

A high maximum filter line transmission up to [90 %

and average transmission values in the spectral filter line

maximum above 70 % have been observed. The smallest

FWHM of 4.7 nm has been observed for structures

involving the novel resist. Theoretical model calculations

have been used to calculate transmission spectra revealing

a maximum transmittance and FWHM as a function of

wavelength. Both reveal a reasonable agreement with

respective experimental data obtained for all three meth-

ods. This qualitative agreement strongly supports the

validity and consistency of technological fabrication,

characterization and simulation. The optical and thermal

properties and the roughness data are found to be best for

the fabrication method involving the novel resist mr-

NIL210 deposited as a single layer.

FP filter arrays for the spectral range between 1.4 and

1.5 lm have been implemented for the first time demon-

strating that it is feasible to fabricate homogeneous

extended cavities with 3D nanoimprint technology. Thus,

low cost, strongly miniaturized, high optical resolution FP

filter arrays for the NIR spectral range as important ele-

ments of nanospectrometers are achievable.
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